
Day 42 – Leaving Patagonia for Santiago [Friday 04-Mar-2011] 

We slept in a bit and ate breakfast at 8:30AM. After eating, I headed down into town to top off 
the tank in the rental car and to pick up some cash so that I could pay the guest house. When I 
got back we fiddled around a bit until the rental guy came by to pick up the car. All was in order. 
Meanwhile, Lilli had packed all the things and we got ready for a small trip into Punta Arenas, 
for some last minute shopping in Chile. 

 
There are tons of roaming, homeless, dogs in Punta Areas and Santiago. 
 

 
This is where we had lunch in Punta Arenas, Chile 



We walked around for a while and did not really find any souvenir shops to talk about. A few 
small places, but not a lot to chose from. We stopped for lunch at a cute place in town where they 
did not speak English. We picked their “menu” which included salad, a main course and a desert. 
I ate fresh fish and Lilli had a soup with meat and vegetables. 
 

 
We ate a local lunch menu at El Quijote in Punta Arenas. This was Lilli’s main course 
 

 
Bottom line: our stay at La Casa Escondido, in Punta Arenas, was really excellent 



Lois brother-in-law, Mauricio, picked us up in town and took us back to the guest house. We had 
plenty of time to load things and get ready for the airport. We had time to spare at the airport. We 
walked around and bought a few souvenirs.  
 

 
It is just amazing what people get caught carrying through airport security 
 
The flight up to Santiago made the same technical stop in Puerto Montt, as on the way down. 
When we arrived at Santiago we looked into the lost Kindle, but to no avail. 
 



The next challenge was a bit different to say the least. We thought it looked a bit weird that our 
flight departed at 11:45PM from Santiago, but the boarding time on the card said 3:15AM! When 
we started looking into this a bit further, it turned out that our flight to Miami had been 
“rescheduled”. We thought it sounded acceptable since we already had 8 hours to kill at the 
Miami airport. After we ate a bit at the gate where we were supposed to leave, we overheard one 
passenger talk with the staff at the gate and mumbling something about needing to reschedule 
their flight. This started a series of events: 

1. Lilli dashed down to the desk of our airline, LAN, while I stayed back at the original gate 
for our flight. There was mayhem at the LAN Airlines desk in the terminal. The flight 
was originally going to be delayed by 4 hours, due to technical problems. This then 
turned into 11 hours. People were crying and screaming. The LAN staff tried to do their 
best but they were very ill trained for the situation. Many spoke poor English and there 
were few, if any, staff members with authority to make any decisions. So entry level staff 
scrambled. 

2. Lilli came back and updated me. I was very concerned about our connecting flights and 
about potentially spending the night at the airport in Santiago so I walked back to the 
LAN booth. I did, of course, end up last in line. 

3. When it eventually became my turn, they told me that a hotel was provided for me in 
downtown Santiago. As far as tickets were concerned, they were not able to anything this 
evening.  

4. A flight stewardess was going to walk me back through immigration, since we had just 
“left” Chile when we entered the international terminal. That included handing over our 
forms to immigrations. We met other stranded passengers there. Some were yelling about 
having to spend $140/person to get to the hotel, since it required them to pay the 
“Reciprocity tax” (which we had already done).The airline offered to waive that if they 
could have the passports and that led to other confrontations. 

5. By the time we got up to immigration, they realized we had already left Chile and handed 
our papers back to us and told us we were in the wrong line at the wrong terminal. We 
needed to exit via “national”, since we came up to Santiago on a domestic flight. The 
police searched for our immigration papers that we had handed over to them earlier in the 
evening. They then “reversed” our exit out of Chile so it became as if we had never 
handed them the papers (meaning we were still in Chile so to speak), except that we how 
had crossed out stamps in our passports.. 

6. We walked out into the Santiago terminal and searched for a LAN representative. They 
said that they had pre-paid a Transvip taxi to the hotel for us. All we had to do was to 
walk outside. Only problem was, we could not find the group of stranded passengers 
there. Turns out they had already left! 

7. We walked back into the terminal and got a new Transvip taxi pass. This time, however, 
we were assigned a van with passengers going all over Santiago. And, of course, we were 
the last ones to be dropped off. We arrived at the hotel after 2AM. 

8. The LAN representative at the hotel said we needed to be ready for a bus at 7:20AM in 
the morning. 

9. Lilli stood in line for a hotel room while I tried calling American Airlines to work 
something out with our connecting flights, since I could not seem to get help from LAN 
to do that. When I finally got some details worked out with them, they wanted 
$469/person for the change plus the cost of a hotel room. To put salt in my wounds, 
American Airlines even offered to connect me to Hotels.com for a discount on a hotel in 
Miami or Puerto Rico! Not their fault, of course, but I was fuming. I did not make the 
change there, since I had nothing to lose to talk with LAN in the morning. 

10. I went up to our hotel room (at Crown Plaza in downtown Santiago) and went to bed 
right away. It was now 2:55AM and I was dead tired and pissed. The room and bed was 
nice, btw. 

 



 
What a mess in Santiago, Chile: Lilli is being helped to a taxi-van by the airline at 1 AM 


